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Functional Neighbors: Inferring Relationships
between Nonhomologous Protein Families
Using Family-Specific Packing Motifs
Deepak Bandyopadhyay, Jun Huan, Jinze Liu, Jan Prins, Jack Snoeyink, Wei Wang, and Alexander Tropsha

Abstract—We describe a new approach for inferring the functional relationships between nonhomologous protein families by
looking at statistical enrichment of alternative function predictions in classification hierarchies such as Gene Ontology (GO) and
Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP). Protein structures
are represented by robust graph representations, and the fast frequent subgraph mining algorithm is applied to protein families
to generate sets of family-specific packing motifs, i.e., amino acid
residue-packing patterns shared by most family members but infrequent in other proteins. The function of a protein is inferred by
identifying in it motifs characteristic of a known family. We employ
these family-specific motifs to elucidate functional relationships between families in the GO and SCOP hierarchies. Specifically, we
postulate that two families are functionally related if one family
is statistically enriched by motifs characteristic of another family,
i.e., if the number of proteins in a family containing a motif from
another family is greater than expected by chance. This functioninference method can help annotate proteins of unknown function,
establish functional neighbors of existing families, and help specify
alternate functions for known proteins.
Index Terms—Delaunay tessellation, enrichment evaluation, frequent subgraph mining, functional neighbors, Gene Ontology
(GO), protein structure, remote homology, Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP).

I. INTRODUCTION

S

sequenced genomes with unknown function. These developments underlie a need for powerful and reliable functioninference methods. Earlier [1], [2], we described a method for
inferring protein function using family-specific packing motifs,
i.e., residue clusters in folded proteins. The motifs are identified
automatically by mining protein families, with each member
structure represented as a labeled graph, for frequent common
subgraphs. In contrast to traditional function-inference methods that rely on comparison of the entire sequence or fold, our
approach relies on these local packing motifs as possible determinants of protein function.
In this paper, we describe how family-specific motifs can be
used to discover hidden connections between protein families
with no apparent fold and sequence similarity, i.e., remote homologs. We introduce a new measure of functional similarity
between families based on statistically significant enrichment
of one family with motifs characteristic of another family. We
present several case studies demonstrating that our approach
correctly predicts functional similarity between remotely homologous families.

A. Related Work

TRUCTURAL genomics projects generate many new protein structures, including hypothetical proteins from fully
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Protein function annotation using local structural features
is known to be more accurate [3] than using only sequence
alignments/patterns (e.g., SMART [4]) or global fold similarity
(e.g., DALI [5]). The following methods have been proposed to
find local structural motifs and known functional sites in protein
structures or families.
1) Depth-first search starts at simple geometric patterns (triangles), progressively finding larger patterns [6]–[8].
2) Geometric hashing can compare two protein structures [9]
or a structure to a database [10].
3) Functional site template methods represent functional
sites as pockets [11], clefts [12], or patches [13], and
match them with new protein structures using geometry,
conserved residues and electrostatic/chemical properties.
4) String pattern matching uses string search algorithms on
encoded local structure/sequence [6], [14].
5) Graph matching methods have been developed to compare
protein structures modeled as graphs, usually with clique
detection techniques [15]–[19].
6) Other methods like inductive programming language [20],
fuzzy functional forms [21], computed protonation properties [22] and geometric depth potentials [23].
7) Hybrid methods, e.g., clique hashing [24].
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The problem of frequent subgraph mining is to identify all
frequent subgraphs for a set of graphs G, where a subgraph
must occur in more than some fraction of G called the support
(σ) to be considered frequent. Our recent work [25] explored
Delaunay tessellation as a means to generate a sparse graph
representation of protein structure. Later, we introduced and
employed almost-Delaunay edges to account for imprecision
in atomic coordinates by using a parameter  [26]. Our mining method [27] builds frequent subgraphs directly using a tree
representation, and thus is faster and applicable to larger structures and databases than exhaustive subgraph enumeration by
depth-first search [28].
There have been recent efforts toward annotation of protein
structures (and homology models built from sequences) using
functional signatures derived from structural alignments [29],
overlapping sphere representations of functional sites [19], and
clusters of functionally important residues determined by predicted protonation properties [22] or a geometric depth potential [23], [30], to name just a few. Our method, unlike the
first [29], does not depend on sequence/structure alignment, thus
finding motifs not conserved in the sequence. It differs from the
second [19] in that functionally important residues in graph
patterns are inferred from protein families rather than chosen
manually from literature or bound ligand positions. It distinguishes itself from the other methods mentioned [22], [23] by
insisting that the motifs found and used for annotation be unique
to each family. Remote similarities found using family-specific
motifs are thus more significant than binding sites matched by
other methods, since the same site can be involved in multiple
functions [31].
Lastly, we study the problem of automatically finding functional relationships between families unrelated by sequence or
structure, i.e., finding remote function similarity or functional
neighbors. This has been reported for pairs of known families [32], for pairs of individual proteins [33], for a predefined
set of structural patterns and a protein [19], and recently, for a
computed set of functional sites and the Protein Data Bank [30].
Our method is critically different and more robust in that it compares and relates protein families, rather than pairs of proteins
or a protein database and a functional site database, using local
structure patterns specific to those families.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Our method initially finds and calibrates motifs using the fast frequent subgraph mining (FFSM) program
(http://www.cs.unc.edu/∼huan/FFSM/). We briefly describe below five steps of the procedure discussed in detail in our previous
papers [1], [25], followed by an in-depth discussion of the additional step of enrichment evaluation which is the major new
development reported in this paper.
1) Select families of nonredundant proteins from a classification database such as Structural Classification of Proteins
(SCOP), Enzyme Commission (EC), or as defined by the
user. Also, define background dataset to represent all protein structures. We chose 29 EC families and 125 families
from SCOP [34] version 1.65, which was current at the

2)

3)

4)
5)

6)

time we initiated these studies. Our background dataset
used PISCES [35] with sequence identity ≤90%, resolution ≤3 Å , and R-factor ≤1.0, which led to 6625 valid
chains.
Represent protein structures as graphs, with nodes at each
residue, and contact between residues defined using the
almost-Delaunay [26] edges. It is possible to merge two or
more node types to create a reduced set of node labels. We
add length-dependent edge labels and distance constraint
edges between noncontacting residues to ensure consistent
geometry in patterns [1].
Mine family-specific motifs using the FFSM method [25].
Subgraphs are defined as family-specific motifs if they
occur in at least 80% of the family (support), and in at
most 5% of the background (background occurrence). If
the background check step is omitted, the patterns are
merely called frequent subgraphs or spatial motifs.
Search for motifs in a new structure, using a graph similarity index to speed up subgraph isomorphism.
Assign a significance to the function inference, by counting family motifs found in step 4 and examining their
distribution in background proteins.
Calculate statistical enrichment of motifs in nodes of the
SCOP and GO hierarchies, using the hypergeometric distribution with a p-value cutoff of 10−6 .

A. Enrichment Evaluation in SCOP and GO
SCOP enrichment evaluation aims to determine if the set of
background proteins containing a large fraction of motifs from a
SCOP/EC family is enriched with proteins from another SCOP
family, i.e., if there are more proteins in the set from that other
family than would be expected by chance. While checking in the
background for the occurrence of some family-specific motifs,
proteins containing each motif are extracted into a list, and these
lists are used to evaluate enrichment in the SCOP hierarchy.
A geometric distribution is used to model the probability that
from n proteins sharing the same motif by chance, at least k
proteins will belong to a category (i.e., SCOP family) containing
f proteins, from a total protein data bank size of g. The p-value
is given by
 

f
g−f
k

i
n−i
g 
.
(1)
P =1−
i=0

n

The hypergeometric distribution [36] is also commonly used:
given a collection of representative proteins M , a subset of
proteins Tm otif ⊆ M sharing one common spatial motif, and a
subset of proteins Tclass ⊆ M of a predefined category, the probability of observing a subset of proteins K ⊆ Tm otif ∧ Tclass
with at least size k is given by



k −1 |T m o t i f | |M |−|T c l a s s |

i
|T m o t i f |−i
p-value = 1 −
.
(2)
 M 
i=0

Tm o tif

For example, it is unlikely that most of the group of proteins sharing a motif come from a single SCOP superfamily;
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therefore, such a category would be statistically significant, with
p-value close to zero.
We adopt the Bonferroni correction for multiple independent
hypotheses [37], 0.001/|C|, where C is the set of categories, as
the default threshold for significance of individual test p-values.
With |C| ≈ 1300 SCOP superfamilies, we chose the p-value
threshold for significant function similarity from 10−6 to 10−8 .
Enrichment evaluation helps verify that motifs from a SCOP
family do not occur in too many other families, find related
families and superfamilies on the basis of shared motifs, and
correlate EC classes to SCOP structural families that share their
motifs. This analysis enables the characterization of false positive motif matches—proteins not in the same functional family
but inferred with high confidence—to determine if they are random or perform a related or unrelated function. Families that are
highly enriched with another family’s motifs but are not near that
family in the SCOP hierarchy are denoted functional neighbors.
This novel functional similarity relationship is defined by conservation of 3-D residue-packing patterns, or motifs, between
families. We hypothesize that such families may have related
functions, or they share some aspects of function.
The Gene Ontology (GO, [38]) provides a controlled vocabulary for describing protein function. GO terms form directed
acyclic graphs (DAGs) connected by relationships such as “is-a”
and “part-of.” Terms at lower depth in the DAGs describe more
general functions; the greater the depth, the more specific is the
function. Enrichment evaluation on the GO hierarchy is similar
to that described for SCOP; it aims to determine whether the set
of proteins sharing the motifs of a SCOP/EC family is enriched
with proteins from a particular functional category (as defined
by GO) to a greater extent than would be expected by chance.
Combining GO and SCOP enrichment evaluations, we can test
the hypothesis that two SCOP families marked as functional
neighbors have related functions.
III. RESULTS: ENRICHMENT AND FUNCTIONAL NEIGHBORS
To characterize the hits for EC family-specific motifs in
SCOP, and to evaluate the functional roles of proteins returned
as positives by our annotation method based on local structure
patterns, we study the enrichment of all motif hits in the background within the SCOP and GO hierarchies. As an example,
we have looked at the distribution of GO functions for proteins containing motifs for the serine protease family in SCOP.
We extracted all background proteins containing each of the 72
serine protease motifs, and evaluated these lists for GO enrichment. The number of background hits per motif ranged from
60 to 97. The GO categories related to peptidase activity (see
Fig. 1), which is functionally most similar to protease activity,
were consistently enriched in the protein lists for all 72 motifs,
with p-value <10−15 .
The above result suggests that proteins sharing the same motif
may be expected to have similar functions. It follows that any
positives, i.e., the background proteins that contain multiple
motifs, belong to related families that share functional similarity
with serine proteases. This leads to the definition of a functional
neighbor relation between families based on the observation that
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Fig. 1. Significantly enriched GO categories for the 62 background hits for
one motif of serine proteases. In each GO category, k is the number from the
62 hits and f is the number of background proteins.

they share motifs, with the strength (or probability) of functional
similarity possibly proportional to the number of motifs shared.
Note that the functional neighbor relation as defined is not
symmetric, i.e., if family A’s motifs are enriched in family
B, it does not imply that B’s motifs are enriched in A. Most
families share some motifs with their subfamilies, superfamilies,
or siblings in SCOP, and these are structural as well as functional
neighbors. Some other families share motifs with families in a
different branch of the SCOP hierarchy, and thus, not obviously
related to them; such families are functional neighbors but not
structural neighbors, at least in SCOP.
Table I shows some SCOP families from our current dataset
that share motifs and are functional neighbors, but are not structural neighbors. We calculate these family pairs (motifs of family
F , enriched in families Ei ) by finding all proteins in the background dataset having enough motifs of F that their function
can be inferred with 99% specificity, and using them as input to
the SCOP enrichment method. We report that families Ei :
1) have p-values <10−7 for the enrichment;
2) are superfamily or family level nodes of SCOP;
3) do not share a parent/child or sibling relationship with F ;
4) for >20% of their members the function F is inferred with
99% specificity.
The choice of 10−7 for p-value cutoff highlights strong
relationships, though some known functional neighbors with
larger p-values are hidden. Also, the restriction to use SCOP
families rather than EC families hides the functional neighbor relationship between alcohol dehydrogenases (EC family
in our dataset) and flavin/nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
(FAD/NAD) reductases (SCOP). This relationship can be inferred from the many families that have both alcohol dehydrogenases and FAD/NAD reductases or FAD/NAD(P) binding
domains as functional neighbors.
In Table I, we removed seven families1 whose functional neighbors were two molybdenum-related protein families: CO-dehydrogenase molybprotein like (SCOP: 54666) and
molybdenum-cofactor binding domain (SCOP: 56004). These
two families show local structure similarity to many diverse
families, which seems an artifact of either the motifs or the
enrichment evaluation; we ignore them for now.
The remaining families in Table I show many plausible functional neighbor associations, based on comparing the family
names and not assuming biological knowledge.
1 ARM repeat, β-carbonic anhydrase, carbohydrate phosphatase, CutA divalent ion tolerance, enolase superfamily, nucleotidyltransferase, and WD40
repeat.
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TABLE I
EXAMPLES OF FUNCTIONAL NEIGHBOR FAMILIES WITHOUT OVERALL STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY, FOUND BY ENRICHMENT EVALUATION IN SCOP
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1) Many (oxido)reductase and dehydrogenase families are
functional neighbors of each other.
2) Multidomain cupredoxins and Cu,Zn superoxide dismutases are mutually functional neighbors, and it would seem
that a copper-binding site or some elements of function are
shared. The bidirectional similarity with high p-values reinforces the functional neighbor relationship.
3) Lipase/lipooxygenase is a functional neighbor of both bacterial and fungal lipases but has a different fold.
4) Starch-binding domains and E-set sugar-binding domains
bind carbohydrates, similar to β-glycanases and glycosyl
hydrolase family 1 that have them as functional neighbors,
but with different folds.
5) The CheY-related family has the Haloacid Dehalogenase
(HAD)-like family as functional neighbors; these two families are known to share similarity in the Mg2+ -ion binding
site [32].
6) Succinyl-CoA synthetase of flavodoxin fold is a neighbor
of a family of flavoproteins that oxidize succinate.
7) Metallohydrolase/oxidoreductase of α + β-fold is a
neighbor of metallodependent hydrolase of triosephosphate isomerase (TIM) barrel (α/β)-fold.
Undoubtedly, there are many more valid functional neighbor
associations in Table I that may be confirmed and elucidated by
further computational and biological analysis of common local
structures.
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TABLE II
ELEVEN MOTIFS OBTAINED FROM THE SCOP SUPERFAMILY:
FAD/NAD(P)-BINDING DOMAIN PROTEINS

A. Case Study: NADPH Binding Proteins
Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) is a
large ligand found in many enzymes. In SCOP [34], there are
two superfamilies of NADPH-binding proteins: FAD/NAD(P)binding domains (SCOPID: 51905) and NAD(P)-binding
Rossmann-fold domains (SCOPID: 51735), which share no sequence or fold similarity.
In order to test our method further, we have applied it to the
SCOP superfamily FAD/NAD(P)-binding domain (SCOPID:
51905) to: 1) obtain recurring spatial motifs (frequent subgraphs/cliques); 2) search for the occurrences of each identified
motif in all representative protein structures; and 3) report those
SCOP (super)families in which a particular motif is significantly
enriched.
1) Remote Superfamilies Identified: The superfamilies enriched in spatial motifs are listed in Table II. As expected, we detect the other SCOP superfamily: NAD(P)-binding Rossmannfold domains, which has no sequence or fold similarity yet
shares several NADPH-binding motifs with the original SCOP
family. In Fig. 2, we show all significant spatial motifs shared
between the two NADP binding families in a protein from the
FAD/NAD binding domain superfamily. Most residues covered
by the motifs are located near the NAD ligand.
In Fig. 3, we show a motif that is statistically enriched in both
families; it has conserved geometry and is adjacent to NADPH
in two proteins that belong to the two families.
We emphasize that we did not include any information from
NADPH during our search process, yet were still able to identify
the motifs since they represent local residue patterns conserved

Fig. 2. Examples of all motifs which are significantly enriched in SCOP
superfamily FAD/NAD(P)-binding domain in protein 1kew (chain a). Only
residues are shown in this figure; their interactions are omitted for clarity.
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[2]

[3]

Fig. 3. Example of an NADPH binding motif that is significantly enriched in
two SCOP superfamilies. The four involved residues are ILE5, GLY7, GLY8,
GLY 13 (PDB: 1kew A), and ILE10, GLY12, GLY13, GLY17 (PDB: 1lvl). The
DALI z-score of the two protein structures is 4.5, pairwise sequence identity is
16%, and sequences are dissimilar in the region of the motif.

[4]

among proteins in both SCOP superfamilies. This remarkable
local commonality and clear interaction between motifs and the
ligand show that our method helps reveal hidden biologically
significant patterns.

[7]

IV. CONCLUSION
Our approach affords automated identification of protein
family-specific packing motifs that are used to annotate protein structures or even families enriched by such motifs. Consequently, this method helps establish functional similarity and
functional neighbor relationships defined by sharing of conserved 3-D residue-packing patterns, or motifs, between protein
families, even if they are unrelated in sequence or structure.
These relationships are deduced using statistical enrichment
evaluation of family-specific motifs within hierarchical structure classifications such as SCOP and GO.
This method presents an unconventional means of identifying similarity between nonhomologous (sequence/structure)
protein families. The meaning of this similarity (defined by
shared packing motifs) in each particular observational case is
yet to be established; possible implications include functional
similarity (as indicated by the NADPH example), or evolutionary relationships, or conservation of thermodynamically stable
motifs. Future studies will examine specific cases of shared motifs between families as well as look into possible clusters (or
networks) formed by similar protein families, where similarity
is defined by shared motifs.
The enrichment characterized by the p-value (see Eq. 1) represents a novel function similarity measure for protein families
that could help annotate families of proteins with unknown or
not well- understood function. We believe that studies described
in this paper represent a promising new direction in the area of
local similarity-based protein function inference.
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